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Flat Vector Bundles and the Fundamental Group
in Non-Zero Characteristics (*).

D. GIESEKER (**)

§ 0. - Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let V be a smooth

variety over k, and Ðm be the sheaf [EGA IV, 16.8.1]. The
sections of Ðm will be called differential operators of order  m on V. Recall

that the differential operators may be regarded as k-linear maps of 0 v to 0 V.
Further, we have the following characterization which may be regarded
as a definition:

PROPOSITION 0.1 [EGA IV, 16.8.8]. Let D be a k-linear map from Ov
to 0y. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

a) D is a differential operator of degree c n.

b) For each section a of 0y over an open U of V, the morphism D~ of 0 u
to 0 u defined by

where t is a section of for some open W ç U, is a differential operator
of degree  n -I over U.

For a k-tuple of integers (n1, ... , nk ) = n, define ] n = ! nz z and n ! _
and if m is another k-tuple of integers, set I

(*) Supported in part by National Science Foundation grants GP-29003 and
GP-7952X3.

(**) Columbia University.
Pervenuto alla Redazione il 19 Febbraio 1973.
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PROPOSITION 0.2 [EGA IV, 16.11.2]. Suppose zl, ..., Zk are functions on F
so that dzi, ..., dzk form a basis of Then there are differential oper-
ators D. for each n = (nl, ..., nk) ~ 0 so that

where t = 11 ... 7 ik). The family (Dn) is uniquely determined
by * , and the set forms a basis for the differential operators of
degree We denote by

DEFINITION 0.3. A stratification V on a locally free Ov-module B is a ring
homomorphism from Ð, the sheaf of all differential operators on V, to
Endk(E) = E) so that for any U open in V and D a section of 5)
over U, s a section of E over U and f a section of 0 U 9 then

and so that fV(D). A map between two stratified bundles is said
to be horizontal if it commutes with the action of V. We thus get a category

of stratified bundles and horizontal maps.

NOTE. * is called Leibniz’s rule.

EXAMPLE. Let Er = 0% and ..., _ (D,~1, ..., A stratified

bundle is said to be trivial if it is isomorphic in to Er for some r.
Suppose the characteristic of k is zero. 0 is then the sheaf of universal

enveloping algebras on DerVlk7 the sheaf of derivations on V. Consequently, y
a stratification on E is nothing but an morphism V from Derv to Endk(E)
which is a Lie algebra homomorphism and which satisfies

That is, V is an integrable connection.
Now suppose k _ C, and that V is proper over C. Then there is a natural

correspondence between holomorphic vector bundles of rank r with integrable
connections and representations of the topological fundamental group 
as is given in [2, I, §1, 2]. We let sii be the pro-finite completion of 
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and a stratified bundle will be called irreducible if it contains no non-trivial
stratified sub-bundles.

THEOREM 0.4 (k = C). (i) ~1 is abelian if and only if every irreducible
stratified bundle is one dimensional.

(ii) n1 is trivial if and only if every stratified bundle is trivial.

PROOF. Suppose n1 is abelian. If G is ~c1 modulo its commutator sub-

group, and 99: is the natural map, then ~: n1 -~ ~ is an isomorphism.
Consequently, every representation of ~1 factors through G. [Theorem 1.2, 3].
Since the only irreducible representations of G on Cn are one dimensional,
we see the only irreducible stratified bundles on V are one dimensional.

Conversely, if the only irreducible stratified bundles are one dimensional,
then every representation e of n1 on ~n has an eigenvector. Thus e is

conjugate to a representation on the upper triangular n X n matrices. If G

is a finite quotient of and ~O is a faithful representation of G on upper
triangular matrices, then ~O of any commutator must be unipotent and so
the identity, since every unipotent matrix of finite order is the identity.
Thus G is abelian, and so ~cl is abelian.

ii) is proved similarly.

Note that Theorem 0.4 is an algebraic theorem, since bothi, and stratified
bundles are algebraic. The purpose of this paper is to present some evidence
that 0.4 may still be valid if the characteristic of k is positive, where ~1 is
replaced by the Grothendieck fundamental group. First, we study stratified
bundles over some projective varieties. Next, we introduce the notion of
a stratified bundle with regular singular points on certain open varieties,
and then we classify all stratified bundles with regular singular points on
linear algebraic groups, and on P" - D, where D is a divisor with normal
crossings in pn.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the great influence on this paper of many
pleasant conversations of the author with N. Katz.

§ 1. - Throughout the rest of this paper, all schemes, formal schemes, etc.,
will be over Let E be a locally free sheaf on V, a formal scheme. We
denote F*(E) by _E~p~, where F is the Frobenius endomorphism of V.

DEFINITION 1.1. A flat bundle ail on V is sequence of bundles
on V and 0 -isomorphisms ai of with Ei.
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There is a natural p-linear map from to and composing this
map with ai, we get a p-linear map Ai from Ei+1 to .Ei : Let Vi be the com-

position For each affine open U in V, define (E) f( U) to be the
intersection of and let be the associated sheaf. (E) f is a

sub-sheaf of Eo, and since is the section of the image sheaf of En
in Eo over U if U is affine, we see that the sections of (E) f over U are just
(E f) ( U ) . If E = {Ei, ail and F = are flat bundles over V, we de-
fine .E ~ F by and EY by 

DEFINITION 1.2. An 0 . morphism J from Eo to Fo is horizontal if J is a
section of (EY ~ A section of Eo is horizontal if it is a section of (E)f.

THEOREM 1.3 (Katz). If V is smooth over k, there is an equivalence of

categories between flat bundles and horizontal maps and stratified bundles
and horizontal maps: Explicitly, if V is a stratification on a bundle E, we
define .Ei to be the sub-sheaf of sections of E annihilated by V(D) where
the order of D is and D(1 ) = 0. Then Ei can be regarded as an 0~
module via p’-th powers and Conversely, if E = orj is flat

and U is an open set so that sx, ..., sr E h( U, Ei) give a trivialization of Ei
over U, then any section s of E over U may be written

If D is a differential operator of degree less than pi, we set

to define a stratification on E.

PROOF. Suppose first that V is given and that the Ei are as above. We
show by induction that the Ei are locally free, and the natural map Ei+,
to .Ei induces an isomorphism ~ Ei. Notice .Ei has an integrable con-
nection V’ which can be defined as follows: Let U be an affine open set and

suppose are defined on U and give an etale map to An. Let

be a derivation over U and D’ a differential operator of

degree c p i so that

Such an operator is given by
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If D" is another operator of degree satisfying then D’- D" is in the
ring generated by operators of degree  pi as can be seen by expanding
D’- D" in terms of monomials D. and evaluating on pi-th powers. Thus if
we set

we see V’ is well defined. The expression ** for D’ commutes with all mono-
mials D., with so V(D)(s) is a section of Ei, and hence V’(D)c-

Now if s and f are sections of Ei and we define I*s to be 
Notice f *s is a section of Ei, and Ei is by induction a locally free sheaf with

this Ov structure, as this is what is meant by regarding Ei as a module via
powers. Now

since

Notice V’ is integrable and has p-curvature zero, i.e., V’(DfJ) == (V(D))10, and
that the sheaf of all sections annihilated by V’ is exactly Ei+l. Since k is

perfect, a theorem of Cartier [7, § 5] shows that is a locally free O~r
module via powers, and that the p-linear inclusion of into Ei induces
an isomorphism ~ Ei. Hence the Ei define the structure of a flat

bundle.

Conversely, suppose {Ei, orj is a flat bundle, and V is defined as in the
theorem. First, since D( f 9tg) = f°’D(g) if deg D  pi , we see V is well de-
fined. It is also a ring homomorphism, and satisfies Leibniz’s rule, and so
is a stratification. Equally obviously, the processes of passing from stratified
bundles to flat bundles and vice versa are inverse, and define an equivalence
of categories.

- 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 3 be a defining sheaf of ideals for V, and we assume

(n (0), and {Ei, (rj be a flat bundle over V. Ya will be the closed sub-
n=O
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scheme defined by 3 and ~.Ei , orl the restriction of fEi, ail to TTo . Then

the map T from E f to is an isomorphism.

PROOF. We may assume Vo is affine and reduced. If s is a section of Et,
we may write s = where sn is a section of En. The from En
to E’ 0 is injective, since TTo is reduced. Suppose T(s) = 0. Then we must

have Since yn is pn linear, y and since 

we see s = 0. Thus 99 is injective. n=l

Suppose s is a section of (E’ ) f . Then there are sections sn of En so that
reduces to s on Vo. For any k and 1, the image of sn - in .Ek

is in for n &#x3E; Z -~- k. Thus the sequence of images of in Ek con-

verges to an element tk and ’ljJk(tk) is independent of k, and gives a lifting of s’.

00

PROPOSITION 1.5. If 3 is a defining sheaf of ideals for V and 0.
n=i

Then there is an equivalence of categories between flat bundles on V and
on Yo .

PROOF. In view of Lemma 1.4, we need only show that every flat bundle

{Ei, (yj on 1To lifts to a flat bundle on V. Let Van be the sub-scheme of V
defined by Notice is an module via powers, so we define

For fixed n, the sequence Em defines a flat bundle on Y~
lifting E. Further, there are canonical isomorphisms of 0 V n+l 
with .E~, so letting E~ = lim .Em, we see Em is a lifting of E.m m m

COROLLARY 1.6. Let E be a flat bundle over ..., Then E

is trivial.

PROOF. The flat bundles over a perfect field, are trivial.

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let (yj and a’l be flat bundles on a variety V
proper over k, and suppose .EZ and F, are isomorphic as bundles for each i.
Then there is a horizontal isomorphism of ail with 

PROOF. There is an integer that if k &#x3E; K then the p-linear maps
from to End(Ek) and from to are bijective,
since they are always injective, and End(E) is finite dimensional over k.

If k &#x3E; K, there is an isomorphism f{J of Ek with F, which maps to Fk+l’ y
namely, 99 == VP, V an isomorphism of with Fk+1. (Since V is reduced,
we may identify as a sub-sheaf of Fle.) On the other hand, since any
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automorphism of Ek is of the form ’ljJP for some automorphism V of it
follows that any isomorphism of Ek with .Fk maps to and by in-
duction maps En to for all n &#x3E; k. Thus defines an isomorphism of

with 7 a’l.

THEOREM 1.8 (Katz). Let TT be a smooth variety projective over k.

A line bundle L on V has a stratification if and only if the order of L in the
Neron-Severi group of V is finite of order prime to p. The group of strati-

fications on 0~ is the Tate group T~ .

PROOF. If the order of L in is of order prime to p, then there is
a bundle L1 so that is L by the p-divisibility of Pic°( V). Since the order

of L 1 in N~ is prime to p, we may find L2 so that is Ll. Continuing, we
obtain a stratification of L. The second statement of 1.8 follows from 1.7.

Let V be a smooth variety over k. We show continuous representations
of on k, give stratified bundles on V. Let f : V’--&#x3E;-V be an etale cover

of V, i.e., f is etale and finite. Then has a natural stratification,
since the differential operators on V act naturally on °Y’ and hence on 
Suppose that g( TT’ ) over .K( V ) is normal, where g( TT) is the function field

of V, and let G be the Galois group, and ~O a representation of G on k’.
Then G acts on 0),, and thus G is represented on the horizontal endo-

morphisms of Let Ee be the subsheaf consisting of sections

(sl, ... , sn) so that

Then .Ee is locally free of rank n, and is isomorphic to 0$, as stratified
modules.

PROPOSITION 1.9. The above construction defines a faithful map from the

category of continuous finite dimensional representations of to stra-

tified bundles on V.

PROOF. Suppose we are given E. and E.. where o and ~O’ are representa-
tions of G and respectively. A horizontal map from E. to Ee’ induces
a horizontal map 99’ on 0’, to 0’, by pull-back. Since the only horizontal
sections of °V’ are constant, g’ is given by a matrix of constants, and this
matrix gives a map from e to e’.

THEOREM 1.10. Let V be non-singular over k, then

i) If every stratified bundle is trivial, then ~1 is trivial.
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ii) If the only irreducible stratified bundles are one dimensional, then
n1] is a p-group.

iii) If every stratified bundle is a direct sum of stratified line bundles,
then ~1 is abelian with no p-part.

PROOF. Using 1.9, we see i) follows from the fact that every non-trivial
finite group has a non-trivial representation on kn for some n. In case ii),
let G be a finite quotient of The hypothesis shows that every representa-
tion ~O of G has an invariant vector, so G can be represented on upper
triangular matrices. Thus any commutator in G goes to a unipotent matrix,
and so if o is faithful, any commutator in G has order pn for some n. If each

stratified bundle is a direct sum, then e is diagonalizable, and so abelian.

§ 2. - Information on the category of stratified modules gives knowledge
of the fundamental group. On the other hand, it seems possible that the
converses of the statements of 1.10 might be true. At any rate, the purpose
of this paper is to examine the categories of stratified modules on some va-
rieties whose fundamental group is known to be abelian.

LEMMA 2.1. Let V be quasi-projective and smooth over k and let E be
a bundle which admits a stratification. Then all the Chern classes 

are divisible by pn for all n. (The are in the Chow ring of cycles
modulo rational equivalence.)

PROOF. E is isomorphic to and so

THEOREM 2.2. Every stratified bundle on P" is trivial.

PROOF. Let be a flat bundle. Since the bundle Ei has a stratification
defined by we see the Chern classes of Ei are same as those of Opn, 9
where r is the rank of Ei. The Riemann-Roch theorem tells us that

We argue by induction on n. Let H be a hyperplane in Pn, and consider
the exact sequence
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where we have used the induction hypothesis to replace 0~ by 0~.
Using descending induction on k and the fact = 0 for Z &#x3E; 0

and 1~ &#x3E; 0, we see that H~(~)=0 for Z &#x3E; 1. Thus

Since the pi linear map from HO(Ei) to is injective, the dimension of
the flat sections of E is greater than r -1. Let ..., sr be flat sections
of E linearly independent over k. If Q is a closed point of Pn, Corollary 1.6
shows that the residue classes of the in Eo/Eo mQ are linearly independent,
where 1r/;Q is the ideal of Q. So 81’ ..., sr define a horizontal isomorphism of E,
with 

The following theorem applies to I~3 surfaces.

THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a non-singular projective surface and suppose
H1 (X, = 0 and that the canonical bundle .K of X is trivial. Then every
stratified bundle on X is trivial. In particular, X is simply connected.

PROOF. If the rank of E is r, we see x(Ei) = 2r, since Ei has the same
Chern classes as 0% and = 2 by Serre duality. We must either have

hO(Ei»r or ho(E’) = h2(Ei»r. Since it suffices to prove the theorem for

E or E~’, we may assume The triviality of leil follows as in the
previous theorem.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X and Y be varieties over k, with X proper over k
and let be a flat bundle on X X k Y. For each closed point
y E Y the fiber over Y is canonically identified with X, and so for each y
a closed point of Y, there is a flat bundle E1I on X. Then E, and E’II’ are
isomorphic as flat bundles for y, y’ closed points of Y.

PROOF. Let 3C be the completion of X X k Y along the inverse image
of y, and let E’ be the flat bundle obtained as the inverse image of Ev by
the projection of X X k Y onto X. Then E and E’ are isomorphic when re-
stricted by 3C by 1.5. If p is the projection of X X k Y to Y and a is the
restriction of p to ~, then E’)) is a free by., module, and

is EndOae((E’II)i). Thus E;)) is lo-

cally free at y, and E’)) @ k1l is [EGA III, 4.1.5].
In particular, the identity map of (Ev)2 extends to an isomorphism of E,
with Ei over X x k U where U is some neighborhood of y. For each closed

Y, is isomorphic to and so by 1.7, E’II and are isomorphic
as flat bundles.
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DEFINITION 2.5. Let E be a flat bundle on V, a variety over k. E is said
to be abelian if there is a flat bundle on and a closed point 
so that E’ restricted to either or p2 ’(x,) is isomorphic to E. (The pi
are the projections.)

Note that if V is a smooth variety proper over C, and flat bundles
are identified with bundles with integrable connections, then a flat bundle
is abelian if and only if the corresponding representation of 7l1(V) factors
through .Hl ( Y, Z).
Returning to characteristic p, any flat bundle on an abelian variety is

abelian. For let f be the addition map from A x,A to A, and let

E’= f*(E) and xo be the identity.

THEOREM 2.6. Let E be an abelian flat bundle on a variety X proper
over k, and suppose E is irreducible. Then E has rank one.

PROOF. If {Ei} is abelian, then the new bundle E’- Ei,. is also abelian.
For n » 0, all the endomorphisms of E’ 0 are horizontal, so replacing E by E’,
we may suppose all endomorphisms of Eo are horizontal. If is

la.rger than k, then there is a non-zero element T of Endox(E) which is not
an automorphism. For each closed point y, Proposition 1.5 applied to the
formal scheme Spf and the sub-scheme Spec k of definition, shows that
the rank of g is constant, and so ker cp is a sub-bundle. So End 0"(E) = k,
since E is irreducible. Now let E’ be the flat bundle on X X X of 2.5, and
let E7 be the bundle Then

is a line bundle, and we have the restriction map

by restricting to X X = X. Noting that -L~.i == L~, we have constructed
a flat sub-line bundle L of Er. The projection of L onto some factor E of El
is non-zero, and so must be an isomorphism, and so L~’ has rank one.

Thus every flat bundle E on an abelian variety has a filtration by
sub-stratified bundles Ea of E so that the rank of Ei is i. This can be done

very explicitly when X is an elliptic curve using the Atiyah-Oda classifica-
tion [8]. Recall there is an indecomposable bundle E,.o over an elliptic
curve X of degree zero, and any other indecomposable bundle of degree
zero may be written uniquely as with L E PicO(X). Further, if X
is not supersingular, then whereas if X is supersingular, then
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0" . Thus if X is supersingular, then Er,o cannot be given a flat struc-
ture, since it is not a p-th power. Thus all flat bundles have rank one, and
the flat structure on a line bundle is unique, since = 0. On the other

hand, if X is not supersingular, then any indecomposable flat bundle ~Ei~
may be identified with a line bundle Li @ Er,o . The indecom-

posable flat bundle E corresponding to the trivial line bundle may also be
described in the following way: Let ..M be the r x r matrix with ones on

the diagonal and superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere, and suppose pn &#x3E; r.
Then there is a unique etale covering of X with Galois group G = 
Represent G on k’ by letting e(n) be Then E.

Our next theorem will show that all flat bundles on a complete, smooth
unirational variety V come from representations of the fundamental

group of V.

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let X be a non-singular variety, U an open sub-variety
so that the codimension of X - U in X is ~ 2. Then the restriction map
from flat bundles on X to flat bundles on U is an equivalence of categories.

PROOF. This will appear as Theorem 3.14.

LEMMA 2.8. Let X and Y be non-singular varieties and F a rational
map from X to Y which is generically surjective and generically finite, and
suppose is trivial. Let E be a flat bundle on Y so that F*(E) is trivial.
Then E is trivial.

PROOF. Let X’ be the normalization of the closure of the graph of F,
and G the map from X’ to Y. If W is an open sub-set of X’, and g is a
stratified bundle on X’ and s is a flat section of H over W, then s extends
to a flat section of H over X’. Indeed, if P is any closed point of X’- W,
and si, ... , sr are a horizontal basis of .H 0 c~P, then

where the f are in the quotient field of ~ p . But then the f are p n-th powers
for all n, so the f i are in k. Setting H = G* (E), we see that there are
horizontal sections 81’ ..., 8z in G*(E) which trivialize G*(E). Let 8~, ..., 8;
be sections of E over the generic point of Y. Then

where the lij are rational functions on X. Let K be the field generated by
the Iii over K(Y), the function field on Y. g clearly does not depend on
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8~, ...,8;. We will show K = .~( Y), and then the argument at the beginning
of this proof will show E is trivial. First, g is separable over K( Y), for there
is an n so that is separable over g( Y), if So we may choose

8~ == 1J’n(t;), where the t2 are sections of En over the generic point of Y. By
definition, we have 8i = 1J’n(ti), and

Thus f~~ = g:n, so g is separable over K(Y). We next show ..K is unramified
at any closed point y of Y.

Let 8~, ..., 8; be a basis of E localized at y. We may also choose a

horizontal basis s ~ , for b and we may assume that the images
of 8: and s; are the same in B xo where x is a closed point of X’ over y.
Thus the fij are elements of Oyv which are separable over K( Y). It fol-

lows that .K is unramified over .I~( Y), and since ~(Y)==0, .K = K(Y).

THEOREM 2.10. Let X and Y be smooth complete varieties of the same
dimension, and suppose the function field of X is a finite extension of that
of Y. Then if every stratified bundle on X is trivial, every stratified bundle
on Y comes from a representation of the fundamental group of Y.

PROOF. Let Y’ be an etale cover of Y. There is an open subset U of X

and a generically surjective map f from U to Y so that the codimension
of X - U is ~ 2. Then X is simply connected by 1.10, so U is simply con-
nected. Then Y’ X y U is an etale cover of U, and so is a disjoint union
of copies of U. Thus jS"(Y’)c~E’(~). It follows that the universal cover Y’

of Y exists, and K(Y’) C K(X). If E is a stratified bundle on Y, f*(E)
is trivial by 2.7. If a is the projection from Y’ to Y, 2.8 shows ~*(E) is
trivial. But operates by a representation e on HO(Y, n*(E)), a vector
space of dimension r, and E-,, is just E.

§ 3. - The previous section dealt with varieties complete over k. In this
section, we will be dealing with varieties U which are open sub-sets of

smooth, complete varieties X and X - U is a divisor with normal crossings,
i.e., D = X - U is a union of smooth divisors, and for each point P E D,
there is a sequence of local parameters x, , ..., xn at P so that D is defined

by x1, x2 , ... , xk = 0 for some k. On such U, we define the concept of a
stratified bundle on U with regular singular points on D. Continuous re-

presentations of the tame fundamental group of U will give stratified bundles
with regular singular points. We begin with the « local &#x3E;&#x3E; theory, which is
due to Katz in the case n =1.
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let .~1 be a module over R = 7 .. 7 Xn~ and let D’
be the ring of all differential operators on Spec R generated by 
A stratification on with regular singular points is an .R-linear ring homo-

morphism V from D’ to Endk(M) satisfying Leibniz’s rule (0.3*).

NOTATION. We denote (

EXAMPLE. Let and let be p-adic integers. We define

Note that if ~ is an integer and pk &#x3E; n, then

So the right hand side is well defined and can be computed
n 

() p

by Leibniz’s rule. We denote (3f, V) by ..., If Pi is a non-negative
integer congruent to - a i mod p 1, then

if 

If (M, V) and (.M~’, V’) are stratified modules with regular singular
points, a map g from M to .lVl’ is called horizontal if it commutes with V

and ’~’.

Before giving our next example we need a lemma.

NOTATION. Let Cn denote the set of all maps of to and

for each define by

where we have identified ’L/(pfl) with 

LEMMA 3.2. The, h. give a basis for On.
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PROOF. It suffices to show the ha are independent. Suppose there were
so that

and suppose ko = k1= ... = ky = 0. Setting {3 = y + 1, we see 0.

EXAMPLE. Let .~I = 7~ ~y, x2 , ... , xn~ , where and p does not di-
vide m. Then if is naturally a stratified bundle with regular singular points.
Let N be a positive integer and let m’ be a positive integer so that

mm’ =1 mod p’

and suppose There are al E so that

Then we have

Now

so

, B... .

so 
x1(a/x1) acts on M so n acts on X. 
If e is any representation of Z/ (m), the Galois group of k~y, x2, ..., 

over ... , xn~ , on kn, we may define a submodule Me of M" consisting
of all s = (si, ..., sn) so that = for a E Then Me is natur-
ally a bundle with regular singular points.

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose M is a free R-module of finite type with regular
singular points.

Then 1~ is isomorphic as a bundle with regular singular points to
n

Lt2j9 ..., 
;=1
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PROOF. Let m be the maximal ideal of l~, and let F n = M/m"3f. For
each i, define a Z/(p) linear map from C, to Endy(Fn) by setting

for 0 c a  p l. gi are well defined, since Vxi(alaxi) maps mn lYl to mn M,a

and the are ring homomorphisms. Indeed, if a and B are non-negative
integers less than pn, we have

so

as can be seen by evaluating both sides on monomials in xl, ..., Xn. For each
a E ZJ(pl), let Xa E C, be the characteristic function of a. Then the 

are all commuting, orthogonal idempotents, so we may write Fn = QYn,x,
where gJ,(h«) acts on by scalar multiplication by an element of 
and any sub-space on which all the ggi act by scalar multiplication is con-
tained in some Vl,, k - (For 1» 0, the decomposition does not depend on 1,
since is finite dimensional.) If m ~ n, then given a subspace we

can find a k’ so that maps surjectively to Indeed, each Ym, k-
maps into some Vn.kw and the images of the Ym,k. generate F n . So there

are ..., k, so that the images of are non-zero and contained in 

and generate The maximality of shows that Z = 1.

Thus given an element sn in Yn,k, we may lift it to an element of

Vn+l.kl. The sequence (sn) then defines an element s in and

where oc, is a function from Z to Z/(p). There is a p-adic integer x, so that

For in we may write

2 - Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa
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But = 0 except for one value of a, which we denote and
= s- Thus

and clearly the converge to a p-adic integer Lxi.

Thus we may lift a basis of For on which 92i acts by scalar multiplication,
r

and this basis gives an isomorphism of E with ..., CXnj).
;=1

DEFINITION 3.4. «kl , ... , «kr are called the exponents of E along xk = 0.
If E is a torsion free module with regular singular points, the exponents
of E along x~ = 0 are defined to be the exponents of where

K == ..., x~+1, ·.. , 

THEOREM 3.5. Let E be an R-module with regular singular points and
suppose for each point p c- Spec R of codimension 2, we have depth,(E) &#x3E; 2 .
Further, assume one of the following conditions holds:

i) If Tj is the set of exponents of E along xj = 0, then the map
from T, to Zp/Z is injective.

ii) v ma s E to xkE and if U is the open set over which E) 
k 1£ / 1 n p

is locally free, then HO( U, is a free ..., 
= R’ module.

Then E is free.

PROOF. First assume i). The R’ module Bk = HO( U, is an R’

module in regular singular points, and it satisfies the depth condition with
respect to R’. (Theorem 3.8, 5). It also satisfies i) with respect to R’.

Indeed, the exponents of Ek along Xj == 0 are just T~, as Ek is the suc-

cessive extension of the bundles Fz = and Pz is isomorphic to

.Ei as an .R’ module with regular singular ’points.
By induction, Ek may be written as a direct sum of line bundles

0(«1, ..., as an module with singular points, and the maps E’ k to
.Ek-1 are horizontal. Our assumption on Tj insures that a horizontal map
from (~ («1, ... , to ..., is either identically zero, or an

isomorphism. Thus the map from Ek to is surjective, and so

E/(xn)) == is a free module. On the other hand, by SGA 2,
Prop. 1.4, we have so .H°( U, E) is free.

Thus E is free, since H°( U, E) = E by the depth condition.
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Now suppose ii) is satisfied. We claim the map from EI(x’E) to

E/(xnE) has a section over U. For maps to " 
B k-1 I / 

p " ° ’
and is easily seen to be the identity on Again HO(U, 
is a free module, and so E is free.

NOTATION. Let X be a smooth variety and the Ei smooth divisors on X
with normal crossings, Let ÐE be the sheaf of differential oper-
ators D which locally map jk, to jk "where is the ideal sheaf of E;.

LEMAIA 3.6. Let U be an open sub-set of X and suppose there are func-

tions ~1, ... , xn on U so that dxl, ..., dx. are a basis for 92’ Ulk 7 and suppose E
is defined by xl ... 0. Then 5)E is generated as a sheaf of rings by

and

PROOF. Every D may be expanded in terms of the DI. For fixed n, let D
be a differential operator of degree n, not in 5)B, so that the number of
non-zero terms in the expansion of D in terms of the DI is minimal.

Choose 1== (ii ... , 2n) so that cj = 0 if J== ( j1, ..., jn) and ~J ~  111. . Then

So c., is divisible ... and so This contradicts the mini-

mality of D.

DEFINITION 3.7. Let X be smooth, be a divisor with nor-

mal crossings. Let F be a coherent torsion free sheaf on X which is locally
free over U = X - E. A stratified module on U with regular singular points
on E is a map V from OB to so that the restriction of V to U defines

a stratification of F restricted to U. A stratified bundle F on U is said to

have regular singular points at infinity if U is an open sub-set of some

smooth complete X so that X - U is a divisor with normal crossings, and F
extends to a module on X with regular singular points on X - U.

Note that if E is smooth there is a map from D~ to the differential oper-
ators on E. If D is a section of 2)~ we denote by D its image as a differential
operator on E.
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LEMMA 3.8. Let E be a smooth divisor on X and I’ a bundle on X,
stratified on .X - E and having regular singular points on E. Then we may
write

where if s is any section of FIX over an open set U C X and D is a dif-

ferential operator on U with D = 0, then

where ao has the property that if f is any local defining equation for E, then

where fl is some positive integer congruent to a mod pN, order D.

PROOF. Let xl, ..., Xn be local co-ordinates at a point P of E so that E
is defined by x, = 0. Any differential operator D in 5)’ so that D = 0 is

a linear combination of § mod zi DE. As in the proof of 3.3, , weB k /
get a ring homomorphism 09 of C, to Endo...{F @ by sending ha to

. _ 

- &#x26;I 
- _

Thus the 99(h .. ) are sums of orthogonal idempotents in
..

0B), and so we may write

so that if s is a section of then

Thus we get the decomposition .F x 0~g in a neighborhood of P.
The decomposition does not depend on xl, ... , xn and so we get a global
decomposition.

DEFINITION 3.9. If E, F and X are as in Lemma 3.8, we say oc is an

exponent of along E if Its multiplicity is the rank of Poc.

LEMMA 3.10. Let x1, ... , xn be functions on X, which we assume affine,
so that ..., dxn to give a basis of Ql,k’ I and suppose E is defined by
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~1= 0 and ~’ is a bundle with regular singular points on E. Then there is a
bundle F’ with regular singular points so that the set of exponents of F’
maps injectively to and F and F’ are isomorphic as stratified bundles
on X - E.

PROOF. Let T be the set of exponents of F, and for a a p-adic integer,
define to be a if a E Z+ and to be zero otherwise, and finally define

The lemma will be established by induction if we construct a bundle F’ so
that F’ is isomorphic to F and p(F’)  p(F). Let a E T and

suppose T for n E Z+, but a + lET for some I E Z+, and let F’ be
the sub-module of E generated by x1F and the images of F under the en-

domorphisms V I, for all where I is the identityk ) (k)
endomorphism. Clearly F’ is stable under the action of V. F’ is locally free.
For let P be a point of E and 81, ... , sr be a basis of .F’ in a neighborhood so that

mod zif .

Suppose a1= a2 = ... = ai = a and for i &#x3E; Z. Then ~xl s1, ... , xl si ,
s~~~ , ..., 8,} = ..., s)) is a basis for F’ at P. The exponents of F’ are

since

and

Clearly 

LEMMA 3.11. Let X, E, F, TJ and V be as in Definition 3.7. Then there

is a bundle F’ stratified over U with regular singular points on E so that F
and F’ are isomorphic as stratified bundles over U. Further, set T of ex-
ponents along E~ maps injectively to 
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PROOF. Let and let be affine open sets such that
E = Ei i ~ 0 and so that each Wi has a local system of para-
meters XiI’.." Xin so that .E is defined by xil = 0, and ~’ is locally free
over the Wi. Then Lemma 3.10 shows there are bundles ~’2 over W, so that
the set exponents T, of _Z~’2 along Ei maps injectively to The Fa glue
to give a bundle F’ on U’. If j is the inclusion of U’
into X, then j,~ 1"’= F’ is a module stratified over U with regular singular
points on E. Let P be a closed point of E, and consider .F’ ~ G.

Clearly G satisfies the depth condition of Theorem 3.5, and the exponents
of G along Ej are T~ . Thus G is free, and so F’ is locally free.

LEMMA 3.12. Let -ll = ... , and be .R localized at the ideal

generated by element XlX2 ... Xn, 7 and suppose V is an R-linear ring homo-

morphisms from D’ to where D’ is the ring generated by xt(al axa)
B " /

and suppose V satisfies Leibniz’s rule. Then V(D) maps R to R for any
More briefly, the singular points of a line bundle stratified over

Spec R - Spec .R/(x1 ... xn) are automatically regular.

PROOF. Let n be an integer. There is always a non-zero section s of R
such that V(D) (s) = 0 if order D  pn and D(1) = 0. For let

where w = (~,v~ , ... , wn ) runs over all n-tuples such that One

verifies that D’ f is always a pn-th power, and so DD’ = 0 if order 

and D(1 ) = 0. Now V(D’)(s’) is non-zero for some s’, and take s = ~(D’)(s’).
By multiplying s by a pn-th power, we may assume that Thus we

may write

if D(1) = 0. But the order of the pole of D(s-1) along xi = 0 is less than

or equal to the order of zero of s along xi = 0, we see s E R.

THEOREM 3.13. Let U be a variety and .F’ a stratified bundle on U with
regular singular points at infinity, and let X be a complete smooth variety
which contains U as an open sub-set so that X - U has normal crossings.
Then F may be extended to a bundle F’ over .X so that F’ has regular singular
points on X - U.
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PROOF. The hypothesis and Lemma 3.11 show that U is an open sub-set
of an X’ and F extends to a bundle F" on X’ with regular singular points
on X’- U. Now the rational map G from X to X’ is defined on an open
sub-set ~W of X so that W D U and the codimension of X - W is ~ 2. The

bundle G*(I"’ ) has regular singular points on W - U. For let P be a closed

point of W - U, and Q be its image in X’. Then 

is a direct sum of line bundles. It follows that G* (~"’ ) is a direct

sum of line bundles invariant under the action of V. Finally, Lemma 3.12
/-m

shows the singular points of G* (.F" ) are regular, and so T"’ has regular
singular points. Finally, letting j be the inclusion map of ~W’ into X, and
letting .F"" = j *F, we get a stratified module with regular singular points
on X - U, and Lemma 3.11 completes the proof.

THEOREM 3.14. Let U be a smooth variety, and W a closed sub-set of
codimension &#x3E; 2 . There is an equivalence of categories induced by restiic-
tion between stratified bundles on U and stratified bundles on U- W.

PROOF. If E is a stratified bundle on U - W and j is the inclusion of
U - W into U, let E’ _ ~* (E) . If P is a point of W, then is a

module by Theorem 3.5, so E’ is locally free.

EXAMPLE. Let X = ~2 and E = Zo -f- L1-~- L2, where Li is defined by
X i = 0. Let be the ideal sheaf of Li. M, is a naturally stratified bundle
on P2 - E with regular singular points on E, and there is a horizontal map
of ~~ to Let F be the kernel of the map of MoO c
.F is just and is stratified with regular singular points. Its exponents
are 0 and 1 along any line Li. If P? is embedded as a plane in P3 and Q is
some closed point not on P2 , and ~z is the projection of P3 - Q to P2, then

is stratified with regular singular points on but does not ex-

tend to a bundle on P3.

Notice two facts. Since we may only have horizontal maps between
... , an) and O(/3i, ...,/3n) if we have thatifF and F’ are

two bundles with regular singular points on X - U, which are isomorphic
on U as stratified bundles, then their exponents on any component of

X = U are the same mod Z. Second, the representation of which

factor through the tame fundamental group of U gives bundles with regular
singular points, as the example on page 22 shows.

§ 4. - We wish to examine stratified bundles with regular singular
points on some algebraic groups. We begin with G,, = {0, oo~ .
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LEMMA 4.1. Let c~ = k [x] and c~ = l~ ~x~ , and assume 
a free basis for a sub-module E Then there are 0 so that

the ti are b basis of E.

PROOF. Let be the standard basis of ¿)n. We may write

where and finally set

We denote the matrices (pz~ ) and ( pN) by P and PN. For .N » 0, we wish
to know This will show the V’~ modules generated by
the and are identical. But det PN approaches det P as N---&#x3E; 00, so

det PN/det P is a unit for N » 0. But

where adj is the adjoint. So

is holomorphic for N » 0.

LEMMA 4.2. Let E be a bundle on Pi stratified over Pi - ..., 

r

with regular singular points at the Pi. Suppose where the
î=l

are non-negative integers, not all zero. Then there is a sub-sheaf E’ con-
tained in E so that E’ is stratified on (Pi, ..., Pl~ and has regular
singular points, and E’ ~ Q 0 (n( ) , n( &#x3E; 0 

r

PROOF. We may assume jPi==0. Let Si be a section of 0(ni) which
vanishes to order ni at zero. Then E is generated by si, ... , sr except at
~ = 0, and there it is generated by ... , We may assume that

and ni&#x3E; 0 for I &#x3E; 7c, for if all ni &#x3E; 0, we may take

E’= xE..E = E ~ is isomorphic to and let ti be gen-

erators for .E which are eigenvectors for V . Theng (x(d k
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By reordering the t~, we may assume arl(O)*O. For 1 c 2 c k, set

where the ggi are chosen in k so that (ail - = 0, and for i &#x3E; k,
,set 99, = Consider the locally free sheaf E’ on l~1 which is E except at
zero, and at zero, E’ is generated by t2 , ... , t~ . This makes sense by
Lemma 4.1. On the other hand, the 8; are sections of E’, and so if

E ~~~ (D t~(~~), then ~&#x3E;0. The map from E’ to E is not an isomorphism, so

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let E be a bundle on stratified over Gm with regular
singular points at 0 and oo, and suppose E is generated by its global sec-
tions as a sheaf. If al, ..., ar are the exponents of E at zero, then there

sections Si 7 ... sr so that 81’"’’ sr give a trivialization of E over

and

PROOF. By Lemma 4.2, we may find E’, a sub-sheaf of E, so that
r

.E’ ~ (D Opl’ so that the inclusion of .E’ into E is an isomorphism over
P1- and so that the stratification V on E induces a stratification

on .E’ over with regular singular points. Let 81’ ..., sr be a basis of Er

so that in the fiber of E’ over 0, 811 ... , sr are eigenvectors , i. e., 
B /k /
I ,

mod xE’.

However (si) is a section of ~’, since if .M is the divisor 0 + oo y

then Thus

where al E k. Evaluating at zero, we see
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We next examine stratified bundles over principal Gm bundles. Let .L

be a line bundle over a smooth quasi-projective variety Y and let

X = P(L1) EB and Xo and X_ the sections of the map a from X to Y cor-
responding to -U and Oy. We say a stratified bundle is indecomposable if
it is not the direct sum of two non-trivial sub-stratified bundles.

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let E be an indecomposable stratified bundle on

U = X - ~Xo, X.1, with regular singular points on Xo and X~ . Then the

exponents of E along Xo are all equal in If L has a stratification,
then for any there is a stratified line bundle on U with exponent (X

on Xo.

PROOF. We may assume E is a bundle on X, and that the set of exponents
of E along Xo maps injectively to By replacing E with the bundle
E for N » 0, we may assume that ~* (E) is locally free and
n*n*(E) maps surjectively to E.

Now let P be a closed point of Y and V a neighborhood of P so that L
is trivial over V, i.e. , there is a nowhere vanishing section x of L over V.
Let n be the projection of X - Xoo to Y. Then

Thuk; x(d/dx) is a differential operator on X. Further, if x’= ux, where uThus a differential operator on X. Further, if x’= ux, where u

is a nowhere vanishing function on V, then

For each a E Z,, and k E Z+, we get a well-defined 0 y linear endomorphism
Trx.k of n*(E)

For a closed point P of Y, denote by Trx..m the induced endomorphism of
Ep) - ~,~(E) (8) kp, where EP = E @ kp, kp the residue field of P. If

are the exponents of E with multiplicities ri , then for M» 0,
we have
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is a vector space of dimension ri, and if and the

map is an isomorphism over Pl- - It follows that

is locally free of rank ri, and the map from @ n*(Erx) to E is an isomorphism
over X - X~ .

We have to show that if L admits a stratification V, then there is a line
bundle on X with exponent a on Xo. For each and each closed

point P in Y, there is a neighborhood U of P and a nowhere zero section x
of L so that = 0 if D is a differential operator of order c n so that

D(1 ) = 0. If y,, ..., y.,, are a local system of parameters at P, then

X7 y,7 ... 7 y. are a local system of parameters at any point Q in X - XCO
above P. We define a stratification on by

and

where D is differential operator on Y of degree c n and k n. These de-

finitions do not depend on x, and so define the structure of a stratified module
on 0 , 1 which has exponent a on Xo . I

Let X be a smooth variety and Y ~ X a principal G. bundle over X,
G~= . Y may be embedded in a P1 bundle Y’ by the canonical inclusion
of Ga in P’.

PROPOSITION 4.5. There is an equivalence of categories between stratified
bundles on X and stratified bundles on Y which may be extended to have

regular singular points on Y’- Y given by n*.

PROOF. Let E be a stratified bundle on Y with regular singular points
on Y’- Y. We claim E extends to a stratified bundle on Y’. Now the

exponents of E are all integers. Indeed, to compute the exponents of E,
it suffices to restrict E to a fiber. However, on G. all stratified bundles
with regular singular points at oo are trivial, and so the exponents of E
must all to zero modZ. Lemma 3.10 shows that E may be extended a

bundle E’ on an open sub-set W of Y’ which properly contains Y and so
that all the exponents of E’ on W - Y are equal to some integer M. If 3

is the ideal sheaf of Y’- Y, then 3 is a line bundle stratified over Y with
regular singular points on Y’- Y and exponent 1 on Y’- Y. Thus
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E’ ~ 3-1 == E" has exponents zero, i.e., E" is stratified on W. Thus E
extends to a stratified bundle on Y’.

We have to show there is an equivalence of categories between stra-
tified bundles on Y’ and stratified bundles on X. Let E be a stratified

bundle on Y’, p the projection of Y’ to X, and consider p*(E). Since E

is trivial on each fiber of Y’ over X, p*(E) is locally free of the same rank
as E, and the map g from p*p*E to E is an isomorphism. Note p*(E) is
stratified. For if and Dy, are the sheaves of differential operators on X
and Y’, there is a natural Any section of p*(E) is
annihilated by any differential operator in the kernel of y, as can be seen
by passing to local co-ordinates on a sufficiently small open sub-set U of X
so that Thus Ðx acts on p*(E), and 99 is horizontal.

Let G be an algebraic group, and B a Borel sub-group, i.e., B is a

maximal, linear solvable sub-group of G. We do not know if in general G
may be embedded in a smooth complete variety X so that G - X is a di-
visor with normal crossings, and so our definition of stratified bundle with
regular points at infinity does not apply in this case. However, we may
use the following ad hoc condition. Notice that B as an algebraic variety
is a product of and Gm’s, as can be seen by applying Lemma 2 of
Chapter VII of [9] inductively. Mapping each Ga or to Pi, we get a
map of B to (l~1 )d = B, d the dimension of B, so that 13 - B is a divisor

with normal crossings. Let n be the map of G to G/B.

THEOREM 4.6. Let E be a stratified bundle on G, and suppose for some
closed point P E G/B, there is a neighborhood V of P so that the B-bundle
n-1( V) is trivial over V, i.e., n-1( V) == and furthermore E extends

to a bundle E’ on Y X B with regular singular points on Y X (B - B ) . If G

is linear, then E is a direct sum of stratified line bundles. If G is commutative,
there are sub-stratified bundles so that EilEi-, is
a line bundle.

PROOF. Let {1} = Uo c Ul c ... c Un = U be a composition series for the
unipotent part of B. We claim there is a stratified bundle Ei on a/ui so
that is E, where ni is the map from G to We work by induc-
tion on i. GI Ui is a principal Ga bundle over We claim that if

is the Pl bundle over GjUi+I associated to GI Ui, then Ei has regular
singular points on Over the inverse image of V in G/ Ui ,
there is a section s mapping to G. For some sub-set W of codimension
two in the map s extends to a map s’ of GjUi- W to V x B. As in

the proof of Theorem 3.13, (s’ ) * (E’ ) has regular singular points on

TF) 2013 ((?/ !7,)y and so Ei has regular singular points on (C/ Ui),
since s*(B) = Ei. Proposition 4.5 shows that Bi+l exists.
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Now G/ U is a principal T bundle over where T = B/ U
is a torus, Thus G/ U may be written Gl xHG2 xH... xHGn
where the Gi are principal Gm bundles. Thus considering the natural in-
clusion of Gm into we get Pi bundles .Hi over H and open immersions
from Gi to There are line bundles Li so that If

X... then Gl U is an open sub-set of H, and K-G/U
is a divisor with normal crossings. We claim En has regular singular points
on K - G/ U. There is a map of the inverse image of V in G/ U to G. In

particular, we get a rational map of the inverse image of V in _K to

and this map is defined except on a sub-set of codimension two. As

before, En has regular singular points.
Suppose E is indecomposable. Then En is also indecomposable. We

claim that the exponents of E on each component of are all

equal. This follows from Proposition 4.4 applied to the principal Gm bundle

G/ U over

Now suppose G is linear. Then the stratified bundle E,,) has
zero exponents on every component of Hom(En, En) can
be extended to a stratified bundle on K. But K is a complete, rational variety,
so Hom(En, En) is trivial. (Theorem 2.2, 2.10 and [1] 14.13.) The horizontal
endomorphisms of En may be identified with ~fr(~)? the ring of ma-

trices, r = rank E. Let p,, ..., pr be the canonical projections of kn to k,
and let Pi, ... , Pr be the corresponding horizontal endomorphisms of E~.
Then En = @ Ker Thus r = 1.

Now suppose G is commutative. Let P be a closed point of G/B, and L
a stratified line bundle on the fiber Y of G/ U over P. We claim L extends
to a stratified line bundle on all G/ U. The bundles Li above are all transla-
tion invariant, and therefore algebraically equivalent to zero, since G/B is
an abelian variety. Thus Li is stratifiable, and so for any there is

a stratified line bundle Li on Gi i with exponent «i on one component of

and - ai on the other component. [Proposition 4.4 and The-
orem 1.8]. By choosing the exponents ai correctly and letting Mi i be the
pullback of Li to G/ U, we will have that L is re-

stricted to Y, since any stratified line bundle on ... is

determined by its exponents.
Now let E be an indecomposable bundle on G. Then E restricted to Y

is a direct sum of stratified line bundles by the first part of this theorem.
Further, these bundles are all isomorphic to the same stratified bundle L,
since they all have the same exponents. Extending L to a stratified bundle L’
on GI U, the stratified bundle E 0 (L’ )v = E’ extends to a stratified bundle
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on K. Let n be the projection from .K to GIB. Then n*(E’) is stratified on
G/B, and n*n*(E’) = E’, as in the second part of the proof of 4.5. The-

orem 2.6 shows that n*(E’) has a filtration 0 = Eo c El c ... c En = n*(E’)
such that EilEi-l is a line bundle. Thus E also has such a filtration.

COROLLARY 4.7. Assume G is linear, and that there is a complete va-
riety X so that G is an open sub-set of X and X - G is a divisor with
normal crossings. Then every stratified bundle E on G with regular singular
points on X - G is direct sum of stratified line bundles. In particular,
the tame fundamental group of G is abelian and has no p-part.

PROOF. The map of VxJ3 into X is defined except at a sub-set of co-
dimension 2, and so E restricted to has regular singular points.

§ 5. - This section will examine stratified bundles with regular singular
points on Pn - D, where D is a divisor with normal crossings. Our main

tool will be a theorem comparing stratifications on a variety to stratifications
on a hyperplane section in the spirit of Lefschetz. We begin by studying the
extension of stratified bundles with regular singular points from sub-schemes
of definition to formal schemes.

LEMMA 5.1. Let U = Spec A, and let ..., Xn be in A so that dx,, ..., dXn

give a basis of Let U’ = and B’ be the divisor on U’

defined by x,, ... 0, and suppose E is a free AI(xn) module, stratified
on U’- B’ with regular singular points on B’. If Â denotes completion
of A with respect to the xn-adic topology, and B the divisor on IT defined

by xl ... Xn-l == 0, then there is a free A module Ê, an A linear homomor-
phism V from 5)B to satisfying Leibniz’s rule, and an iso-

morphism q from to E’ so that the action: of ÐB’ induced by V on E’
is the given one. If Ê’, V’ and q’ also satisfy the above conditions, there
is a unique isomorphism of Ê with Ê’ so that V and V’, and cp and 99’ cor-
respond.

PROOF. Let Xk = E extends to a flat bundle on

Xk - B’ (Proposition 1.5). If and s is a section of Ek, we may define
a section of in the following way: write s = ~ f ~ y~l(sm) where

the 8m are sections of .E~ , and define in
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Notice Dl(s) is well defined as a section of Now define modules F~
contained in B, == Gk

where == E, and where 8 is the reduction of s in 
We claim the F k are free modules and that .Fk maps surjectively

to Let 8 be a section of Then s gives a section of 7 and

so there is a section s’ of E§/ which reduces to 8. Now consider

Notice that xk.- 1 D k(’g’) is a well-defined section of E k, 1 and that Dk(s ) = 0.
Therefore and s reduces to ~.

Thus by induction we may find Si, ... 7 S. in Fk so that ...,8,. in

generate freely. We claim they generate Fk freely. Indeed, there
can be no linear dependence, since sl, ... , sr give a basis of .Ei by restriction
to Xk - B’. We must show any s in F~ is a linear combination of s1; ... , sr .
At any 7 and lifting gi to gi, a section of 0xk, and con-
sidering 8 - ! gi8i, we may suppose =0. Over Xk - B’, we have

where the hi are sections of But

is a section of E, where s are the images of the si in E. Thus since the s i
are a basis for E, the hi may be extended to sections of 0., , and so s is a
linear combination of the si’s.

Let is free over A. DL gives a well-defined endomor-
_ (allaxi.) phism of E, and we define this endomorphism to be V Further ,

the operators operate on ~~ by a similar formula to ~ for  n,

and so we may define V (:1);(°’°:1);») ) to be limit of this action.
Next let Ê’, ~’, and q/ be another such extension, and assume we have

constructed 99k, an isomorphism of with compatible with V
and ~’. Let "8 be a section of We let s be a section of 
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reducing to 8, and define

1p is well defined, and we define

where we have identified with be the limit

of the 99k. That 0 makes V and V’ correspond may be seen by closing any
closed point of U’, and completing with respect to this point any using The-
orem 3.3. The equivalence of categories follows similarly.

THEOREM 5.2. Let Y be a smooth ample divisor in X, which we assume
smooth, and quasi-projective and of dimension &#x3E; 3, and suppose Y is com-
plete. Let the Ei be smooth divisors with normal crossings which intersect Y
transversally and so that the divisors .E~ r1 Y have normal crossing on Y.
Let U’ = Then restriction gives an equiv-
alence of categories between stratified bundles on U with regular singular
points at infinity and stratified bundles on U with regular singular points
at infinity and stratified bundles on U’ with regular singular points at infinity.

PROOF. Let F be a bundle on Y, stratified over U with regular singular
points on I Ei n Y, and let Ui be affine open sub-sets of X so that there
are functions on U, , so that Y r1 Ui is defined by x~, = 0 and
the Ei 0 Y are contained in the divisor defined by x2 ... rn_1 = 0, and
that F is free over Ui, and the Ui cover Y. If and A i is

the completion of A with respect to the topology, we get a free A i
module Pi as in Lemma 5.1, with V,, and ggi. The unicity statement of
Lemma 5.1 shows that there is a canonical isomorphism CPii of with 

on Ui ~1 U~ n Y, and the satisfy the cocycle condition. Thus there is

a bundle .F’ on formal completion Z of X along Y, and Oz acts on .F’
by V where By the effective Lefschetz condition Leff (X, Y)
[4, there is a bundle E’ on some neighborhood of Y so that F’@ 
We wish to make ÐE act on F’ over U. Let n be a positive integer and Df
the sheaf of operators in ÐE of order  n. Let be a very ample divisor
on X so that F’ @ O(H) and Df (D O(H) are generated by their global sec-
tions. If s is a section of .Z’ ~ c~ (H), and D is a section of a)B &#x26; 0 (H),
both define sections of F @ and O(H) x t~Z . Thus we may form
V (D) (s) as a section of Z~’ ~ t~ ( (n -f -1 ) .~) . By Lef(X, Y), extends

to a section of F’. Thus ÐE acts on F’ over U, and so F’ is stratified over
U - E with regular singular points on E. If i is the inclusion of U into X,
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then is a coherent module, locally free and stratified over X - E.

So F extends to a stratified bundle on U with regular singular points.
Note that the same proof works if we assume Leff (X, Y) instead of as-

suming Y is an ample divisor.

THEOREM 5.3. Let the Ei be smooth divisors with normal crossings in l~n.
Then every stratified bundle on U = Pn - ( ~ Ei) with regular singular points
at infinity is a direct sum of stratified line bundles on U.

PROOF. First, suppose Ei is defined by xi = 0 for i = 0, ... , n -1. Then
... and so the theorem follows. Next, if we pick

a generic l~2 in Pn, Theorem 5.2 inductively gives us the theorem for

~7==p22013(~~)? where the Lie are n lines in general position. Suppose
the Ei are smooth divisors on P2 having normal crossings, and suppose Ei
is defined by the homogeneous equations CPi(XO’ X2) = 0 of degree di.
For each i, pick lines Li,l, ..., Li.di in the collection of lines flil above,
and let "Pi be the homogeneous equation for the divisor Li,l -~- Li,2 + ... + Li.di .
In P2, let E~ be the divisor defined by

Let W be the set where E( do not have normal crossings, ~11 (resp. 
be the sub-variety defined by Xo = Xl = X2 = 0 (resp. X3 = X4 = X5 = 0),
the theorem is valid for ( .112 r1 ~ Ei ~, and therefore for P5 - W and
the divisor I E’. It therefore holds for and so in gen-
eral when n = 2. The theorem for general n follows from Theorem 5.2

by induction.
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